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I’m sitting on a train as I write this, travelling to Monaco. To be honest I’ve always had mixed feelings 

about the place – both joyous and less-than-joyous feelings - curious. Well, there’s a history. You 

see, Susie worked in MC for many years and established a good relationship with the late Princesse 

Antoinette, who became a supporter of Syrinx and lent her Haute Patronage to several of our events 

at the Cathedral which she attended in person, attracting a packed house every time.  

I’m sure the friendship with Susie 

was struck up principally through 

Susie’s past as a ballet dancer and 

the fact that La Princesse Antoinette 

had been married to John Gilpin, one 

of England’s great ballet dancers. He 

died tragically of a heart attack in 

1983, only six weeks into their 

marriage, and I don’t think the 

Princess ever got over it, judging 

from the myriad pictures and 

portraits of him that I saw hanging 

about the walls of her house. 

During a conversation she and I also discovered that we were related, but that’s another story – and, 

in case you’re wondering, nothing whatever to do with pirates!  

Over a period of more than twenty years I’ve enjoyed making more music in Monaco than in any 

other town on our Côte d’Azur - except maybe Vence during the glory days of Syrinx.  

Monaco - a town? Well, city if you prefer, although in reality it’s little bigger than a village. We won’t 

go into the attendant mentality……..ergo my “less-than- joyous” feelings about going there. 

No indeed, principality is in fact the correct global classification, Grimaldi pirates notwithstanding, as 

witnessed by the portrait of Prince Albert hanging in the downstairs room at St. Paul’s Anglican 

Church where I’m bound. Doubly parochial you might say – discreetly ubiquitous portraits of the 

Prince being de rigeur in all respectable Monaco establishments. 

Today I’m deputising as organist at St. Paul’s at the request of the incumbent, Father Walter 

Raymond, who is sadly retiring to his adopted Canada any moment now. For the last six or so years 

we’ve enjoyed a fruitful musical relationship which started out with me helping out at weddings, 

funerals, plus the occasional Sunday morning Mass at St. Paul’s. Then he discovered I was a 

conductor, which led to us being invited to put on concerts there. 

We kicked off with Messiah, given by Syrinx at the end of 2012, which also happened to be the year 

Ristretto was founded. Subsequently I left Syrinx - early the following year in fact - so Walter and I 

didn’t really get round to discussing the possibility of a follow-up.  

Amazingly enough, Walter was stopped in the street early in 2014 by someone he knew, who asked 

what had become of Messiah 2013, because he had so much enjoyed the 2012 edition and had kind 

of assumed it would be a recurring event - said he would like to help. When Walter told me of the 

chance encounter I was gobsmacked because I’ve always dreamed of an annual Messiah, that 

particularly English tradition which doesn’t really figure in the French cultural DNA. Suffice to say, 

the potential sponsor, who wishes to remain anonymous, isn’t French. Walter and I were summoned 

round to the gentleman’s apartment within a matter of days, and the rest, as they say, is history. 
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Life is indeed curious – in point of fact I couldn’t have done a Ristretto Messiah in early December 

2013 anyway, because I was off with the Hilliard on its 40th anniversary get-together of surviving 

relics - our zimmer frame tour of Europe with which I’ve already bored you. 

(You haven’t seen this though.) Here we are in BBC Broadcasting House, kicking off with the first 

ever performance of the specially commissioned Alas, Poor Yorick by Roger Marsh – on R3. We’d 

only opened the scores for the first time that afternoon, and as you can see the programme went 

out live at four-thirty! Considering that it’s an uncompromisingly contemporary piece and lasts 

nearly 20 minutes, that’s quite a tall order. Such is the consummate professionalism of these lads 

that there was absolutely no trace of tooth-marks in the lavatory seat, but still…..  

I’d rather forgotten what it was like to live in the fast lane, though all in all I must say it was a 

salutary experience…. revisiting old times. However I’m thankful I gave all that up in my early thirties 

and moved into the world of opera, where perfect sight-reading of difficult music is decidedly not a 

requisite. And anyway, I was no longer singing myself, but coaching singers rather. Quite another 

ballgame, particularly as in those days opera singers were often musically illiterate. 

Back to St. Paul’s Monaco. One of the sponsor’s conditions was that Walter should ensure a musical 

expert be present at the dress rehearsal to check that everything was in order musically, and that 

the Messiah performance was indeed fit to be presented to the public. 

 

Hmm –  

thought I 

heard a  B -

flat there… 

What did 

you think? 
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Muggins dutifully checks it out…. 

 

but finally it wasn’t the orchestra, nor the soloists who were les coupables, but the choir!  

The camera catches the soloists thanking the choir for wasting our precious time. Grrr… or possibly 

snarl…… 

It had been a long day for everybody, including both the musical expert and especially Walter who 

was entertaining him. Finally the inevitable happened : 
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So Susie kindly took over duties, with the help of John 

Mordler, ex-director of the Monte Carlo Opera. ↓↓ 

 

(The chap peeking in from behind doesn’t want his 

name mentioned……?) 

 

 

I made all that up, of course, but we are going to miss Walter and Sparky dreadfully – God bless 

them both. Bon voyage and a new life in Canada for Sparky, whom Walter originally found 

abandoned outside the railway station in Cannes. 

I’m happy that our last concert during his incumbency was one of our best – Passiontide music. 

Not quite Four Weddings and a Funeral - but the reason I was in Monaco when this blog started was 

a funeral service, and indeed this weekend we’ve just done two weddings - first stop, Cap Ferrat : 

 

Rats in the attic, as Susie so charitably put it. 
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(Believe it or not you’re looking at a vocal octet, plus string quintet, including a double bass, a 

keyboard, and me, not to mention music stands, instrument cases, benches, chairs, and other 

paraphernalia - all crammed into the space of a small bedroom!) 

Far more spacious were the surroundings at yesterday’s wedding in Seillans – a lovely Dutch couple 

and a delightful Dutch priest with an excellent sense of humour, yet clearly a man of deep 

spirituality. The service took place entirely in Dutch.  

Having conducted many concerts in that very church as the first music director of a little festival 

called Musique Cordiale, I finished my stint in about 2007 and haven’t set foot in Seillans since. It 

was lovely to renew contact with the place. 

Here’s part of the reception in the little place in front of the restaurant La Gloire de mon Père : 

 

As you can see from the sousaphone at the back left of the picture, there was a small oom-pah band. 

Having just sent the happy couple down the aisle to the strains of the Vivaldi Gloria, we were tickled 

to death by the blast of When the saints go marching in which greeted them as soon as they arrived 

at the bottom of the Nave, exiting by the church door. The two pieces dovetailed neatly (I don’t 

think) but somehow evoked the lovely priest with his irreverent sense of humour. Just after the final 

Blessing he said with a broad grin on his face “En Marche.” 

Wonderful! 

TV presenter of the week gaffe - Petroc Trelawney covering 

Cardiff Singer of the World, giving us a brief plot resumé of Donizetti’s Lucia : 

“…..preparing to fight her brother in a jewel.” 

Bit cramped for space? Huh. Should have seen us in the gallery of that church on Cap Ferrat…. 


